Car Park & Safety Policy
1. Observe 25km/h speed limit in front of school on Neldner Ave when children present.

2. Observe 10km/h speed limit in OSHC car park and watch for children in and out of cars.

3. Stop for students and parents crossing at speed hump.

4. Kiss and drop zone in front of school – stop for students and parents. Absolute NO PARKING.

5. No parking down drive – 5km/h caution children playing – park in Shepherd’s Hub (gym) car park.

6. Map of walking path in OSHC car park. (Next page)
SAFETY IN THE SCHOOL CAR PARK

Attention: Parents using the school park !!

PLEASE - use the paths to walk your children to your car.

DO NOT walk across the car park as drivers may not see small children in their mirrors when reversing.